Beaver Bait Blonde

Jerry IPA

An easy-drinking ale, perfect to quench your thirst & wake

Jerry IPA is a hoppy, juicy, not hazy, over the top India pale
ale that is ripe with flavor and aroma. Featuring
Columbus, Amarillo, Simcoe and Centennial hops.. A
slightly sweet malt presence supports this mule of a hoppy
beer. Speaking of mules, Jerry is named after a 922 lb
Arkansas logging mule from the traditional song Timber
(Ho).

up your taste buds. This ale is perfect for people who
enjoy lagers. It is low in malty flavor and low in

hops/bitterness. In the logging world, “Beaver Bait means
“Loose Logs”.

IBU 35; 5.3 % ABV

IBU 74; 7.4% ABV

. Ponderosa Pilsner
Crisp, light, dry yet refreshing Czechoslovakian style pilsner
with medium bitterness, crisp malt and hop flavor.
IBU 45; 5.1 % ABV

Hoppy Hoppy Nelson Pale
A standard Pale Ale [if you live in New Zealand ]! Featuring
lots of juicy fruit forward Nelson Sauvin hops from down
under as well a touch of local Pahto hops from
Washington state.
IBU: 55; 5.7% ABV

Widow Maker Wit

Knotted Porter

A Light, crisp & refreshing Belgian style wheat ale with
orange peel and coriander. Wit means “white” describing
the beer’s pale color and cloudy appearance. Widow
Maker is a logging term meaning a loose limb that may
fall on a logger and make that logger’s spouse a widow.

Our robust Porter is dark & roasty with mild bitterness and
low hop aroma which allows this malty chocolaty elixir to
shine! Porters originated out of London and were named
after the transport workers of the day that consumed
a lot of the dark ales..

IBU 22; 7.1% ABV

IBU: 28; 5.8% ABV

R I S : Russian Imperial Stout

Knuckle Boom ESB
Malty & spicy with a hint of rye, it is an easy drinking amber ale.
ESB is an English style ale that falls in the “bitter” category..
“Knuckle Boom” is a hydraulically operated mechanical arm.
IBU 40; 5.8% ABV

This stout is big bold and beautiful. Roasted barley,
chocolate malt and a meaningful amount of crystal malt
round out this bol’shoy mal’chik ( Big Boy ).
IBU 58; 8.2% ABV

Greenleaf IPA

House Made Hard Seltzer

Hops, Hops, Hops. Made using a technique called hop
bursting, this IPA delivers a mellow bitterness with strong
hop aroma & flavor.. Named for Bothell history, Columbus
S. Greenleaf was one of the first settlers in Bothell.

A slightly sweet, slightly tropical - effervescent
hard seltzer. Fermented with a Norwegian Kveik yeast.
Served “naked” or fruit flavored.
Flavors: Blood Orange; Cranberry; Lemon/Lime;
Raspberry and Peach.

IBU 60; 6.4% ABV

Now 5.5% ABV

Debbie Barley Wine*
Wine*
“Debbie” is a sipping ale. Hornindal Kveik yeast affects
the beer with an intense, tropical flavor along with an
aroma of fresh pineapple, mango and tangerine. Flavors
of fig and brown sugar abound, and a lingering
sweet/bitterness from the chinook, cascade and comet
hops coats your palate as you sip this wonderfully big beer.

Take home our 32oz Crowlers of Beardslee Beer:
$8 ea or 3 / $18
Or 64 oz Growlers; $12 fill : $6 new growler

70 IBU; 9.6% ABV
* available to go in 32oz Crowlers for $12
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